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The role of the archive:  

The impact of digitization on the concept of a shared cultural heritage 

 

Student research by Natalie Lang 

1. Introduction 
 
What is the role of the literary archive when we talk about heritage, and, especially, 

about ‘shared heritage’? That question is central to this paper. I focus on the archive as 

an institution that decides which manuscripts are collected, organized, researched, and 

communicated. Archivists help canonize the artistic heritage, and they increasingly do it 

beyond national borders. Starting from this basis, my following case study concentrates 

on the leading question, how archives may not only help to preserve heritage but also 

share it. I will explore it by looking at literature on the archive in general, and, as an ex-

ample, the Global Archives project which was initiated by the Deutsches Literaturarchiv 

Marbach (DLA) in Marbach on Neckar, Germany, as an international research project.  

Within the big project of Global Archives, different projects were made possible such as 

the founding of the Coordination Center for the Research of German-Jewish Estates in 

Israel. The Center was realized together with the Franz Rosenzweig Minerva Research 

Center of the Hebrew University in Jerusalem and funded by the German Federal For-

eign Office of Germany. It focusses on researching hitherto unresearched archival hold-

ings that are made available to the public via digitization (cf. No. 2).1  

The methods used to answer the main question are a mixture of analyzing literature and 

analyzing the website of Global Archives, closely looking at the representation of the 

concept ‘shared heritage/contradictory heritage’. The website will also be compared to 

the website of the Bibliothèque nationale de France which has similar goals and inten-

tions but, as we will see, differs in wording (cf. No. 1). Furthermore, a virtual meeting 

with Dr. Caroline Jessen from the DLA took place in August 2020 which was followed by 

questions concerning ‘shared/contradictory heritage’ regarding Global Archives. Her as-

sessment on the meaning of the concept for the archive and the project will be analyzed 

and compared to other findings within the given literature and the website.  

 
1 While I focus on the macro or meso level of the archive by looking at an institutional project, my 
partner Orly Zimerman focuses on the micro level by researching a case study by photographer 
Liselotte Grschebina on a private collection from the Israel Museum in Jerusalem. 
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This paper is divided into three parts: First, I will look at the archive as an institution and 

explain its different tasks. Secondly, I will focus on the project Global Archives, and pri-

marily analyze its website. And thirdly, I will put the findings from the first two parts as 

well as Dr. Jessen’s assessment into context with the big question of ‘Shared Heritage’: 

(How) are archives sharing heritage? Is the project Global Archives an example for that? 

 

2. The Archive as an institution of cultural heritage 

The term “archive” derives from the Greek word “arché” or “archeion” which means 

“administrative building (cf. Brenner-Wilczek et al. 2006, p.14). Lepper and Raulff define 

the archive on three different levels: firstly, it is a “repository”, thus a room or a building, 

secondly, it is an “institution” which means and thirdly it is the “material” within the 

building (cf. Lepper/ Raulff 2016, p. 1). Not only these different levels indicate that the 

archive is a rather uncertain term; the word is also used in many ways referring to diverse 

issues, such as simply meaning “old data” or a collection of old sources (cf. ibid.).  

The archive as an institution has been shaped by different times of history. This observa-

tion includes that the archive as an institution has not only a systematic dimension, but 

also a historical one. It was elaborated above all by Foucault, who is one of the most 

prominent theorists on the archive. He defines the archive by not so much focusing on 

the materiality but rather concentrating on the communication and research aspect 

within the archive, understanding the archive itself as “history” (cf. Gehring 2004, p. 64). 

The archive is therefore dynamic in its meaning as we already saw, and at many times it 

became a defining institution for the memory of the nation (cf. Brenner-Wilczek et al. 

2006, p. 95). Essential to this notion was, among others, the discussion in the 20th cen-

tury about “patrimoine national”, the national cultural heritage. It was understood that 

the “interpretation of the past depends on the memory of the people” (ibid., p. 93). 

With this perception, archives are sources of memory and especially of memory of a na-

tion, hence highly political. This also shows how archives and their inherent memories 

are constructed and in turn construct certain ideas and identities; archives thus can be 

seen as places that preserve and/or construct (national) heritage. Brenner-Wilczek et al. 

call it the “character of construction” (ibid., p. 95) behind collecting and searching, since 

there is always a human decision behind the question of what is being collected and pre-

served and how; and this decision often has got to do with a political goal.  
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The authors also depict a shift from the archive as a “servant of national memory” to-

wards a “testimony of a supranational cultural memory” (ibid.). Accordingly, while at the 

one hand the archive is seen as a stable institution within the instable times of globaliza-

tion, mostly because it collects and preserve memories, it is on the other hand also ef-

fected by globalization and changing perceptions on memory and identity. As Aleida 

Assmann puts it: “Today, the national memory does not exist in isolation anymore but is 

connected with other national memories.” (Assmann 2012, p. 57). Since memory and the 

archive go together, that can also be said of the institution: it loses its national identity 

and “heritage” and opens up to the global world.  

There is, furthermore, another shift for the archive that has got to do with accessibility. 

With globalization, another important issue is that of digitization. More and more archive 

materials are digitized every day and made available via catalogs and databases on web-

sites of archives. This does not just mean that archives go beyond borders by opening 

up their holdings to the world and, as mentioned in the paragraph above, take in other 

perspectives than just the national memory and thus the national narrative. Some experts 

speak of a process of democratization by making archive material available online, and 

with that simplifies its usage. With that, archives are being taken out of their frame, 

which Lepper and Raulff defined as the first level, the archive as a “building”, and put 

into the rather frameless world wide web. As Derrida already said in 1995: “Effective de-

mocratization can always be measured by this essential criterion: the participation and 

the access to the archive, its constitution and its interpretation” (Derrida 1995, p. 11). 

This new attribution to the archive resonates with a new function. Even if the point of ref-

erence shifts, the promise to democratize the archive as an institution is a political one. 

 

2. The project Global Archives: Analysis of its website 

As already mentioned in the introduction, the Global Archives project was initiated by 

the DLA Marbach. The project Global Archives works together with different archives 

and libraries with their researchers around the world, specifically within the countries of 

Brazil, China, Great Britain, Israel and Turkey. It started in 2012 with particular projects of 

cataloguing archive material by German-speaking authors and artists who fled Germany, 

such as the project Traces of German-Jewish History which was part of the Coordination 

Center for the Research of German-Jewish Estates in Israel, also founded in 2012 (cf. No. 

6). As the main reason for this project, a new archive model is mentioned, one that 
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needs new ways of thinking, since the traditional, national archive model needs to adapt 

to the globalization of the 21st century: 

Considering archives in the twenty-first century demands decentralized thinking and 
the introduction of multilateral solutions alongside traditional acquisition strategies. 
Global Archives focuses on the exchange of standards and expertise, while at the 
same time acknowledging and providing space for diverse local traditions. Progress 
with the indexing of archive holdings and research discoveries made within the 
framework of Global Archives are relevant for the humanities around the world. At the 
same time, exchanges between early-career scholars, along with support of work with 
local archive material, will strengthen international German Studies collaboration in 
partner countries. (No. 2) 

The description emphasizes the opportunity of exchanging scientific expertise. To get a 

more precise idea of the project, it is worthwhile having a look at the website of Global 

Archives. The website itself is mainly in German and only partly in English, offering no 

Hebrew, Chinese, Portuguese or Turkish, although there are partnerships with archives in 

countries in which those languages are the national languages. Therefore, it seems that 

the project gets its ‘global’ aspect from the academic work of Germanists who can of 

course understand German as a research language. Nevertheless, all individual projects 

are shortly presented in English (cf. No. 5). For the specific research collaboration with 

Israel, one can already see results on the papers and materials that were developed and 

recorded, whereas other cataloguing projects are still ongoing (cf. No. 6). The website is 

a general depiction of the project, divided into the home page “Global Archives”, expla-

nations on the specific countries in About The Project and further information on 

Erschließung (“Indexing”), Forschung (“Research”), Veranstaltungen (“Events”), Kontakt 

(“Contact”) and Partner (“Partners"), the latter only offering German. This again shows 

that the project originated in Germany and focuses on German language and literature. 

Global Archives mainly works as a transnational academic collaboration. The collabora-

tion implies exchange of information and knowledge about archive material by German-

Jewish authors, artists and academics who left Germany and whose estates are now scat-

tered all over the world. Moreover, by collaborating across borders, the project wants to 

enhance international German studies relationships (cf. No 2). Thus, it is focusing on re-

searching together while at the same time bringing different perspectives and skills to 

the archive material. There is a common goal to achieve: researching and making availa-

ble up until now unresearched archive material. Hence, Global Archives focuses on the 

archive material by thinking in a “decentralized” way, as it is written on its website (cf. 

No. 5). The researchers give a reason for the decentralization by stating that “centralised 

[sic] archives that structure their material according to its origin will inevitably reach the 
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limits of their organisational [sic] systems” (cf. No. 5), because in this way they are not 

able to show the global aspects of literature and literary heritage. The website raises the 

question of location, hence, the physical and digital space when it comes to the archive 

material and its use for research. Especially with archive material from the 20th century, 

the website argues, the provenience, normally such an important matter for archives as 

we learned in the theoretical chapter of this paper, becomes unclear, “given that they 

were periods that were profoundly shaped by exile and migration” (cf. No. 5). The goals 

of Global Archives are all “academic” goals, thus goals that have to do with archival 

work now and especially in the future, as to make researchers fit for the future (cf. No. 5).  

The website also shows that digitization is very important for the Global Archives project. 

It enables (global) collaborations and decentralized thinking. Linked to that, a second im-

portant point made on the website has got to do with accessibility. By digitizing the ar-

chive material in an international, academic project, the material is also made accessible 

to an international public. It is thus possible to achieve the goals of furthering decentrali-

zation and enhancing multinational scientific cooperations, since digitization helps com-

municate globally and by that could also help to discover hidden treasures.2  

To conclude, the project Global Archives focuses on three main issues that are linked to 

each other via a transnational, digitized researching approach: decentralization, accessi-

bility/ democratization, and self-reflection. Now, these topics can be questioned on their 

compatibility with the idea of a shared heritage, which is one of the tasks for the next 

chapter. 

 

3. The concept of a shared heritage and the Archive: discussion 

Is Global Archives an example of shared heritage? To be able to analyze this, it is neces-

sary to first explain the concept of shared heritage. Shared heritage’ is a rather complex 

concept that involves different groups or nations sharing a historical object as a “collec-

tive property”, thus property rights and the prerogative of interpretation are shared 

(Thiemeyer 2018, p. 37). In Germany, it is often used in discussions about tangible herit-

age and ethnological museums and is linked to questions of ownership; at the same 

time, it is increasingly used for questions concerning intangible heritage (cf. ibid.).  

 
2 The subsequent project called Poetic Textures by the DLA and the National Library of Israel (NLI) 
is an example for the achievement of goal No. 4, the enhancement of multinational cooperation. 
(cf. No. 4) 
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The term, therefore, is a very political one, used especially in the context of diplomacy as 

to go beyond conflicts towards a thriving relationship with other countries (cf. Winter 

2015, pp. 1010f). Looking at both of its parts, ‘share’ and ‘heritage’, it consequently 

prompts a lot of questions: What exactly does ‘share’ mean in each context? How is 

something shared, and with whom? Can something be shared, if ownership is unclear or 

if an owner is not happy with sharing his heritage, or if he was not even asked? Regard-

ing the second part of the term ‘heritage’, the questions are similar ones: whose heritage 

is meant? All these questions need to be asked when applying the term. 

The theoretical approach to the archive in the second chapter of this paper already 

showed that the idea of ‘heritage’ is very present in archival work, at least when the term 

is seen as congruent to ‘identity’ and ‘national memory’. The fact that archives are in-

creasingly opening up to the world by digitizing their material heritage can be seen as a 

way of ‘sharing heritage’. Therefore, it is worth to compare the issue of this case study 

with another institution of literary heritage, the Bibliothèque nationale de France which 

explicitly accentuates the concept of a ‘shared heritage’ for its Bibliothèques d’ Orient. 

By cooperating with nine other institutions, digitizing its holdings und making them ac-

cessible, the Bibliothèques d’ Orient bring the concept of a ‘shared heritage’ to life:  

Made up of complementary thematic series, the sites of this collection provide access 
to documents scattered over various countries and partner institutions. This common 
heritage, contextualised [sic] thanks to the contributions of high-level French and in-
ternational scholars, is aimed at providing a territory for crossed research projects. 
(No. 7) 

Both, the project Global Archives and the project of the Bibliothèques d’Orient, are 

about making collections accessible “everywhere and to all” (No. 1) and to enable inter-

national exchange (cf. No. 1, 2). Moreover, both the Bibliothèque nationale de France 

and the DLA Marbach are institutions of national heritage; therefore, they are also in-

volved in issues of cultural policy. However, it is important to mention that in France, es-

pecially with speeches by French president Emmanuel Macron3, the idea of a shared her-

itage is much more popular in politics and linked to the French colonial heritage than it 

is in Germany (cf. Thiemeyer 2018, p. 30).  

With Global Archives, the question of whether the shared heritage concept was used 

during the project was denied by Dr. Caroline Jessen, although it was discussed among 

 
3 Emmanuel Macron promised in his speech in Burkina Faso 2017 that colonial heritage will be 
given back to the former colonies. With that, new debates on a shared heritage arose and became 
prominent in French politics (cf. Thiemeyer 2018, pp. 30f). 
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the researchers. The focus on the research was, however, primarily an academic connec-

tion between the peers, i. e. a desire to research specific archive materials (cf. ibid.).4 Ac-

cording to Dr. Jessen, the concept is difficult to handle mainly because of the vague def-

inition of the term ‘heritage’. 5 Moreover, the idea of ‘sharing heritage’ is also tricky, 

since the term tends to override questions of property and ownership (cf. No. 3). Owner-

ship and inheritance thus raise not only philosophical questions but also legal debates.6 

This, in turn, underlines the political aspect of the archive. Jessen refers to the term 

‘shared heritage’ as a “symbolic concept” (ibid.). According to her, if it meant a “similar 

attitude towards heritage”, this would be simply impossible due to different historical 

backgrounds (cf. ibid.). However, it is evident that for both projects, the Global Archives 

project and the Bibliothèques d’ Orient project, the ideas of international research rela-

tions and accessibility to collections are very important – whether or not they are (politi-

cally) labeled as ‘shared heritage’.  

Having dealt with skepticism about the notion of a ‘shared heritage’ and seeing that this 

was neither an explicit topic nor a common red thread during the collaboration for 

Global Archives, as it was for the Bibliothèques d’ Orient, it is nevertheless interesting to 

explore how the idea of sharing knowledge worked for the project. The question “What 

could one say was shared?” has already been partly answered in the third chapter, 

namely that it was first and foremost academic knowledge that was shared. Also, to 

quote Jessen, certain “objects and works were shared”, yet there was “no uniform idea” 

(No. 3). ‘Sharing’ for the Global Archives project means sharing both knowledge and ar-

chive material while retaining one’s own ideas. ‘Share’ as a term is not used on the web-

site of the project, however, words like “decentralize”, “exchange” or “work together” 

have a similar meaning on an academic level (cf. No. 2). So, for Global Archives, it is not 

about sharing property but about sharing skills and a common will to explore archive 

material. The archive and its objects are thus always at the center of the project. 

A very important issue that Dr. Caroline Jessen pointed out in the context of her work, 

cataloguing, and researching the holdings in Jerusalem, was the matter of “subjectivity”. 

She spoke of a “large portion of self-reflection”, asking oneself to what extent one’s own 

 
4 There was also no mention of the concept during the presentation of the subsequent project be-
tween the DLA and the NLI on Poetic Textures. Collaboration was emphasized as well as digitaliza-
tion but there was no mentioning of ‘heritage’ (cf. No 4). 
5 For more information on that and the research see Jessen, Caroline (2013): Spuren deutsch-jüdi-
scher Geschichte. Erschliessung und Erforschung von Nachlässen und Sammlungen in Israel. In: 
Archivar. Zeitschrift für Archivwesen, Nr. 3 (2013), pp. 328-333.  
6 A famous example for such a legal debate was the case of Max Brod’s estate, which included 
documents by Franz Kafka, a Jewish, German-speaking author from Prague (cf. No 3). 
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approach is influenced by something else (cf. No. 3). Self-reflection is always part of 

working in archives but seems to be especially important in the context of Global Ar-

chives. According Jessen, it is important to ask about one’s position when incorporating 

different perspectives, as in this project (cf. ibid.). Consequently, there is a “subjectivity 

of hierarchy” (ibid.) Self-reflection is thus closely linked to discussing and communicating 

archival value, which was constantly done during the collaboration for the project.7 

Hence, it is important to always be aware of the character of the “construction” behind 

the archive and archive material (cf. Brenner-Wilczek 2006, p. 95).  

The questions of what (i.e. academic knowledge and archive material) is shared and with 

whom (i.e. academic peers and online) are answered. But the question of the intention 

behind the project remains. ‘Shared heritage’ as a concept has its roots in cultural policy, 

as we could see above. So, asking about the intention behind such a project is also es-

sential to answering the main question. For Global Archives, collaboration can be one 

answer to it and with that, ‘shared heritage’ as a “tool” for diplomacy (cf. Winter 2015, 

pp. 1001f.) could be applied to the project. As was stated in the second chapter, the ar-

chive can be seen as a social and political institution (cf. Derrida 1995, p.10). Funding is 

always a big topic for cultural projects, especially if they are international. The website of 

Global Archives mentions the financial aid by the German Federal Foreign Office, but it 

does not explain to what extend the project was funded (cf. No. 2). Jessen stated that 

funding indeed is important in the context of heritage; the funding for Global Archives 

was transparent and did not have a direct influence. To ask questions like “Who are we 

addressing?” were considered more relevant (cf. No. 3). 

 

4. Conclusion 

The project Global Archives has got some potential influences on future narratives within 

archives, first and foremost concerning the aspect of collaborative research. While some 

argue that the archive works as a stable institution for identity in the time of globalization 

(such as Brenner-Wilczek et al, 2006, p. 95), one can also see with international projects 

such as Global Archives how another role of the archive is possible, namely that of a dy-

namic institution, by taking in the concept of living in a global world and sharing archive 

material. By keeping the global aspect in mind, the archive material can be researched 

 
7 For more information, see Jessen, Caroline (2013): Der Kanon im Archiv. Deutsch-jüdische Ge-
schichte an der Schnittstelle von Archiv, Erinnerung und Forschung, In: Naharaim 7 (1-2), pp. 202- 
216, especially p. 211. 
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from different perspectives which brings more depth to the research and ultimately in-

creases its value. It is also a way to overcome the national connotation to archive mate-

rial by not linking it to a ‘national heritage’ but rather seeing it as a ‘global’ testimony of 

the past and present. The digitization that was important to the project as well as it is im-

portant to the globalized world, is in a way a foreshadowing of future narratives within 

archives. As the subsequent project by the DLA and the National Library of Jerusalem, 

Poetic Textures8, shows, international or even global projects on archive material are 

possible because of digitization and that not just helps international research relation-

ships, but also improves the democratic understanding of the archive. 

To answer the main questions, one can conclude that archives are always sharing memo-

ries by making them accessible and with that are also shaping the future. Nowadays, 

with supranational approaches to the archives rather than national, the aspect of ‘shar-

ing’ becomes even more relevant. Projects such as Global Archives expand the accessi-

bility by digitizing archive material, and they put a special focus to sharing knowledge 

across borders. Collaborative work and multiperspectivity are essential to archival work 

and Global Archives is a good example for that.  

Looking at Global Archives, it is visible that this concept can be applied to the project, 

thus, it can be understood as a good example for ‘shared heritage’ in the wider and dy-

namic sense of sharing and the broader, less biological sense of heritage. The project 

can nevertheless also be simply seen as a modern way of dealing with archive material in 

a global world in which everything is connected, without actively using the term ‘shared 

heritage’ or focusing on its complex concept. 
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